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have come to pass with himself as witness, and this gives him in large measure 
the mental attitude for the reading of the record of more extended change. 

WILLIAM CHURCHILL. 

Life in the Moslem East. By Pierre Ponafidine. Translated from the Russian 

by Emma Cochrane Ponafidine. xiii and 429 pp. Ills. Dodd, Mead & Co., 
New York, I9I1. 9' x62. 

Consul-General Ponafidine's work is not a political memoir, indeed he is 
sedulous to avoid the slightest revelation of the policy which he so successfully 
administered. Just by reason of this reserve, of this very careful hiding, the 
work is all the more valuable as a contribution toward our knowledge of what 
Russia is doing in that vast area of central Asia whence in the past have swept 
over and over again waves of crude barbaric might upsetting high civilizations. 
The barbarian of the central desert is still at the Chinese Wall, still does he 
hover at India's scientific frontier. But in these later days at the back of the 
barbarian stands Russia. From the Gate of the Caucasus to the Gate of the 

East, the Russian is popular and the Briton is unpopular. After conquest each 
is busy in the task of administration; the British tax is scientifically adjusted 
and it galls, the Russian impost is everything that is uneconomical and it is paid 
with a smile. The author does not reveal why this is so, but there are unstudied 

revelations, and these are all the more valuable. The keynote of the greater 
Russian policy is sympathy. It may be at times an amused tolerance, but it is 

always sympathetic. 
Other works are readily accessible which cover the field of this work. We 

have more minute studies of Persia; in greater detail we may readily find the 
story of the sacred pilgrimage to Mecca; there is store of critical study of India. 
But not in one nor in all is there to be found the elucidation which this volume 
sheds upon Russia in Asia. It is a very human problem and calls for human 
sympathy. Russia in Asia is but the sum and congeries of the Russian in Asia. 
The author's record of the life and the alien culture with which he has had to 
deal is intimate and appreciative. He sets forth a record of the turmoil and the 
calm of the East which is charged with sympathy whether he is dealing with 
the crudity of those days at Mecca about the Kaaba or the gentle violence of 
the worshippers of Bowani, the latter so little comprehended by the British that 
in our speech their name of Thug has become typical of the rude violence which 
was essentially not their method. Read with this understanding in the reader's 
mind, the work should prove a contribution of rare value to our knowledge of 
the great drama which is working out in mid-Asia. WILLIAM CHURCHILL. 

Meine Vorderasienexpedition 1906 und 1907. Band I, Erster 
Teil. Die fachwissenschaftlichen Ergebnisse. Von Hugo Grothe. Mit Bei- 

tragen von Prof. Dr. Broili, Dr. J. Oehler, Dr. T. Menzel, Hofrat Prof. Dr. 
J. Strzygowski, und Prof. Dr. L. Curtius. xvi+cclxxxxv pp. i62 ills., 2 plans 
and I map.* Verlag von Karl W. Hiersemann, Leipzig, I911. M. 28. Io x 72. 

Four years have elapsed since the completion of the author's exploration of 
the Antitaurus in particular and of Cappadocia in general, and now we begin to 
have the results. Grothe was busy in the field for a year and a half, finish- 
ing on the last day of 1907. In this volume we find nine essays dealing with 
specific detail of the geography of the expedition or with specific collections 
made in connection therewith. Four of these essays are by Dr. Grothe. The 

* Listed under "Turkey in Asia" on p. 3I8. 
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